
Map of Izu Okawa Area

⓪ Izu-Okawa Station （伊豆大川駅） Railway Station/駅  

① Seigetsudo Bakery Shop Station Antenna shop （清月堂駅前店）  Sweets and Bakery/製菓
Even the French agree that the eclairs are “as good as France”. Cheesecakes, pound-cake etc. 
Japanese rice crackers & confectionery such as “Sazae-Monaka” are also a must-try.

② Kakudai-wasabi shop （大川因わさび園） Wasabi Shop/わさび屋
Buy fresh wasabi in whole, or buy some pickled wasabi assortments. You can also find a 
wasabi grater so you can make fresh wasabi even when you get home.

③ Egg vending machine （たまご直売自販機） Fresh eggs in a vending machine/たまご直売場
Fresh eggs laid every morning right out of the barn next the vending machine. Search “Izu-
Okawa Egg vending machine” and you might find some interesting video clips.

④ Miyuki Food Store （みゆき商店） Local Delicattessen, Meat Shop/お惣菜や・肉屋
Local deli-like shop selling you condiments and side-dishes to accompany your Japanese-
style bento. They also sell deer and boar meat hunted by locals.

⑤ “Iso-no-yu” Okawa Public Onsen-Bath （磯の湯） Public Onsen/公共温泉
A public onsen facing the ocean. Most of the times there are only few people. Only rules are 
1) wash before going into the onsen-pool and 2) don’t use shampoo or soap to wash yourself
(gensen-stlye). \500/person for addmission.

⑥ Mishima Shrine （三島神社） Shinto Shrine/神社
Local shrine where they hold festivals and other rituals throughout the year. If you would like 
to say “hi”(pray). Please look up “Shinto style prayer”  on the internet.



⑦ IKARIYA （IKARIYA） Restaurant / レストラン
Local restaurant serving different kinds of exotic asian food. 

⑧ Lawson （ローソン） Convenience store/コンビニ
Your 24/7 local convenience store. Please be careful of the narrow sidewalk when you get 
there(be sure not to get hit by the cars on Rt.135!)

⑨ Yamada Fishery Shop （山田屋海産） Fishery Souvenir Shop/海産おみやげ
Duty Free souvenir shops selling anything from Izu-local produce such as dried fish to 
fermented squids.  Please be careful of the narrow sidewalk when you get there(be sure not 
to get hit by the cars on Rt.135!)

⑩ Takezawa Park （大川竹ヶ沢公園） Park/公園
Nearby park. Hotaru( fireflies) are released every mid-June to provide a public viewing to 
visitors from all-across Japan and around the world. 

⑪ Seigetsudo Bakery Shop （清月堂） Japanese confectionery and snack/和菓子、製菓
The main shop of ① Seigetsudo Bakery Shop Station Antenna shop. More selections of rice 
crackers and Japanese style confectionery.

⑫ Japan Postal Office （伊豆大川簡易郵便局） Post Office/郵便局
Want to write home? Pick up a post card at The Other House and write back home. Opened 
only on weekdays.

 


